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Abstract

This article presents a 2-year case study of Héctor, a member of a school-based Comics Inquiry
Community. Through a close, chronological examination of Héctor’s multimodal reading and
composing practices as a sixth- and seventh-grade student, the article shows Héctor using comics
as a medium to think beyond the places, spaces, and identities assigned to him by others. On
account of his immigrant background and a pronounced stutter, Héctor has been narrated by
teachers through a diagnostic language of deficit. In this article, I highlight ways in which Héctor
turned to multimodal authorship to resist narratives that would situate him as lesser in terms of
his capacities as a reader, writer, speaker, and intellectual, and to recast himself as a heroic and
academically viable figure.
Keywords: Multimodal composing and authorship, graphic novels and comics, multimodal
literacies, immigrant students, anti-deficit pedagogy, authorial agency
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Not to be “Destoried”: How an Academically Marginalized Student Employs Comics and
Multimodal Authorship to Claim a Counter-Identity
The form of comics lends itself to the autobiographical genre in which we see so many authors
materializing their lives and histories. It is a way to put the body on the page.
—Hillary Chute (2010)

Stories can conquer fear, you know. They can make the heart bigger.
—Ben Okri (1993)

With his younger brother Marco in tow, Héctor joined the Comics Inquiry Community
(CIC) in the summer of 2012, several months prior to entering sixth grade at Holy Family
Mission School (all names of people and institutions are pseudonyms). Héctor’s family was new
to the neighborhood in South Philadelphia, although they had lived in the United States for seven
years following their migration from Mexico when Héctor was four and Marco one. After a nun
working with the Holy Family parish’s Hispanic ministry recommended the CIC to Héctor and
Marco’s mother as a way for her sons to make friends and strengthen their reading, writing, and
speaking skills, the boys began attending twice weekly throughout the summer. Upon joining the
group, Héctor and Marco were initially hesitant to interact with its other members; I noted how
rarely they spoke and figured they were shy in the company of unfamiliar children. The brothers
spent their time thumbing through graphic novels and speaking when spoken to, and only then in
short sentences.
I learned later that Marco’s reluctance to talk to other children in the CIC was due to
feeling self-conscious about his age, and Héctor’s was a function of his speech. While both
brothers spoke Spanish and English, Héctor was hesitant to use either language publicly, owing
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to a stutter that caused him to be misunderstood. As I would observe in the years to follow—
years in which Héctor became a devoted member of the CIC—his soft and economical manner
of speaking proved relatively easy for his peers to accommodate, but led to his being treated as
academically less capable by teachers and administrators1. In spite of his being an active reader,
writer, and artist, a story I repeatedly heard from Héctor’s mainstream and ESL teachers during
the next two school years was that he was an unmotivated (lazy, apathetic) and unexceptional
student who “won’t read” and who “disappears into the background of the class” (Fieldnotes).
On account of Héctor’s stutter and his immigration history, I thought there was a possibility that
his teachers were not hearing him clearly, and that they were slotting him into a predictable
narrative of deficit (Flores & Schissel, 2014; Pandya, 2011; Rodriguez, Manner, & Darcy, 2010).
Their narratives of Héctor and of his literate activity certainly differed from his own.
The sociologist Hugh Mehan (1993/2000) writes of ways in which various educational
brokers—parents, teachers, and school psychologists—can come to narrate the same child quite
differently, and how institutional authority, rather than familiarity with the child, typically
elevates one narrative over competing accounts. The view which generally carries the least
weight is a student’s own narrative of themself as a learner, and yet young people’s selfperceptions are vitally significant in understanding how they think, learn, and practice literacy
(Owocki & Goodman, 2002). At the very least, a student’s self-narratives must be considered in
order to co-construct a holistic understanding of what they know, care about, and can do. To
exclude a student’s views of themself from the official narrative poses the danger of committing
an act of “epistemic injustice,” wherein they are characterized in ways which discredit their
capacities as a knower (Fricker, 2009). This danger is only magnified when the student comes

1

See Blood et al., 2003, Ellis & Hartlep, 2017, and Williams & Diaz, 1999 on the topic of stuttering and the
subsequent perceptions and expectations of co-occurring learning difficulties.
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from a marginalized group, as does Héctor (Menken & Klein, 2010; Nieto, 2010; Snell, 2013;
Steele, 2010). During the years I worked with Héctor in the CIC I was interested in how he
narrated and represented himself, and how, through his self-storying, he embraced, rejected, or
ignored characteristics that had been attributed to him by others. In order to come to an
understanding about Héctor’s narratives of himself, it was integral to consider not only how he
narrated himself through verbal modes, but how he represented himself multimodally, and in
particular, through the hybrid medium of comics.
Context of the Study
The Comics Inquiry Community (CIC) was launched collaboratively in February 2012 by
a group of nine fifth-grade boys attending an urban parochial school in South Philadelphia, one
volunteer librarian, and me, a Language Arts educator and literacy researcher. For the next 30
months, the CIC functioned as a space in which these students (and many new ones, including
Héctor2) read, created, and discussed comics and graphic novels. Afterschool CIC sessions were
held once or twice weekly at Holy Family Mission School, a K-8 institution serving African
American, Southeast Asian, and Latinx students in a transnational urban neighborhood.
The CIC began as an offshoot of a larger research partnership between a university and
immigrant parish community (see Campano, Ghiso, & Welch, 2016). Spending a considerable
amount of time at the Mission School as a practitioner-researcher, and employing Simon’s
(2012) concept of connoisseurship as a framework for incorporating youths’ lives and literacies
into my practice, I identified comics/graphica as a medium deeply meaningful to a group of
students, though not one they were encouraged to interact with at school (see Low & Campano,
2016 for an overview). My takeaway—garnered from conversations with students, teachers, and

2

Not all students participating in the CIC were participants in my study. Participation was voluntary, required assent
and parent/guardian consent, and involved no coercion or compensation.
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administrators—was that comics were seen as having little value since they neither strengthened
students’ traditional literacy skills nor increased their test scores. Such an attitude mirrors
traditionally negative sentiments about comics in schools, where graphica has long been seen as
a trivial, nonacademic distraction (Dyson, 1997; Jiménez & Meyer, 2016). Holy Family’s dual
emphases on skills remediation and test preparation, however, did little to lessen students’ stated
hunger for comics.
It has been argued that curricular remediation disregards the dynamic literacy practices of
urban youth and ignores contemporary definitions of literacy as multimodal, socially situated,
and “intimately tied to our most fundamental identities as individuals and members of
communities” (Ball & Lee, 2011, p. ix). For this reason, it is vital to “foreground the
sophisticated nature of the multiple literacy practices that urban youth engage as a result and in
spite of the exclusion and marginalization they typically manage in school” (Fairbanks & PriceDennis, 2011, p. 144). Taking advantage of the relative freedom of an afterschool learning space,
the central focus of my study was CIC members’ multiliterate and critical engagements with
comics. My research questions were designed to explore the affordances of graphica for urban
students to form and perform identities, invoke cultural and community legacies, and construct
diverse narratives with words and images.
Conceptual Framework
While official discourses of what counts as knowledge in many urban schools have
narrowed over recent decades (Ayers & Ayers, 2011), sites of hope and humanity continue to
emerge from under the shadows of restrictive policy. One hopeful site for honoring the
knowledge of children and youth is the expanding nexus of alternative learning spaces in urban
communities that have taken on increased significance in many young peoples’ lives (Bitz, 2006,
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2010; Brooks-Tatum, 2012; Gainer & Lapp, 2010; Hull & Schultz, 2002). These spaces, whether
functioning inside or outside of school buildings, operate from the standpoint that youths’
interests are valid, and thus celebrate “the literate lives, academic achievements, and social
networking systems of students of color in urban environments” (Kinloch, 2011, p. 2). Such a
stance stands in contrast to an accountability culture that often characterizes the lives and
literacies of urban students as problems that require remediation. One argument used to contest
policies of pathology is that the arts, new literacies, and popular media afford culturally relevant
avenues for historically minoritized youth to assert their social and cultural knowledge and
“deconstruct dominant narratives and contend with oppressive practices” (Morrell, 2002, p. 72).
The discrepancy between the rich literate lives of urban students and the remediation
curriculum they often receive reflects the historic gulf between two major conceptions of
literacy, which Street (1995) refers to as “autonomous” and “ideological” models. Broadly
construed, an autonomous view of literacy (which has long dominated educational policy)
divorces literacy from its social contexts, defining it as a value-neutral set of cognitive skills a
person either possesses or not, and which can be evaluated as an independent variable. An
ideological view, on the other hand, focuses not on literacy as a set of discrete skills, but on the
“social structures within which the concepts and philosophies of specific cultures are formed” to
make and communicate meaning (Street, 1995, p. 85). An ideological view suggests literacy is a
social practice which cannot be severed from the lived contexts within which it is employed
(Barton, Hamilton, & Ivanič, 2000; Collins & Blot, 2003). Rather than a fixed or universal
object, literacy has everything to do with how people participate in meaning-making, and is
contingent upon one’s purposes and sociocultural milieus (Edelsky, 2006).
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Complementing work in New Literacy Studies, some scholars have argued that an
ideological view of literacy must also encompass multiple meaning-making systems
(multiliteracies and multimodalities) through an overlapping array of languages and semiotic
modes (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000; Jewitt & Kress, 2003; New London Group, 1996). Kress and
Street (2006) write that work in the areas of New Literacy Studies and multimodality have much
in common, but that “one tries to understand what people acting together are doing [to make
meaning], while the other tries to understand about the tools with which these same people do
what they are doing [to make meaning]” (p. viii). The importance of multimodality is that it
increases the “multiplex ways by which people can make meaning in the world,” which is
“important for diverse youth if schooling is to be relevant and meaningful” (Hull & Nelson,
2005, pp. 225-226).
Scholarship in multimodality comes at a time when technological shifts are diversifying
the ways information is transmitted, received, and interpreted, necessarily affecting the ways that
literacies, both locally and globally, are enacted and socially practiced (Hull, 2003; Kress, 2003).
With images carrying expanded weight across various media (Low, 2012; Moore-Russo &
Shanahan, 2014; Serafini, 2013), scholars and educators have argued that students must be
engaged in critically analyzing imagery for its content, its assumptions, and its implications
(Janks, 2010). Other scholars argue that a key component of visual literacy is designing one’s
own multimodal compositions (Low & Campano, 2013; Miller & McVee, 2012) to challenge
dominant visual forms, portrayals, and narratives, and in effect, to “talk back to the dominant
visual messages presented in our culture” (Harste, 2010, p. 32).
Working as a literacy educator during a time of flux toward visual modes, it no longer
seems sufficient, if ever it did, to overwhelmingly value the verbocentric practices of reading and
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writing alphabetic print text at the expense of images and artistic imaginaries. In a 2012 article,
Siegel asks:
What are the prospects for multimodality in these hard times? How might we position
multimodality so teachers and students can tap its possibilities in the accountability
culture? These are difficult questions that will require the collective imagination of all
who are working to make room for multimodality in school literacy pedagogy (p. 672).
During the “hard times” Siegel speaks of, with multimodalities sidelined in schools, many
students turn to alternative learning spaces to develop their multimodal literacies (Jocson, 2011;
Kirkland & Jackson, 2009; Vasudevan, 2006). Siegel (2012) further contends that:
creating opportunities for youths to draw on all the resources in their semiotic toolkits
allows them to demonstrate knowledge and critical understandings far beyond that which
they display when language is the sole mode of meaning-making and communication…
For this reason, some educators have argued that multimodal transformations of school
literacy are a matter of social justice (p. 674).
Multimodality is very much a matter of justice, and may contribute to students being seen
through additive lenses, rather than deficit lenses (Anderson, Stewart, & Kachorsky, 2017;
Falchi, Axelrod, & Genishi, 2014). However, if urban schools are hamstrung in their ability to
provide students robust opportunities for multimodal enactment, out-of-school spaces remain a
real and sustainable possibility.
Methods and Data Sources
For this study I used ethnographic tools to investigate a comics affinity space. Heath and
Street (2008) write that ethnographic studies in education are often motivated by a desire to bring
knowledge to bear on “reforming education policies, the school as an institution, specific
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subject-matter curricula, or pedagogical approaches of individual teachers” (p. 122). While this
may be the case, my experiences with ethnography have cemented its fundamental question as
“What is happening here?” In taking on the role of participant-observer, and investigating what
is significant to people within local contexts, an ethnographer may very well bring knowledge to
bear on reforming institutions. But this outcome is neither inevitable nor the essential goal of
ethnography. Practitioner research, on the other hand, is more concerned with unsettling and
disrupting status quos. As Campano (2009) writes, the “underlying ethical imperative [of
practitioner inquiry] is to respond to students in their full humanity and dignity” and to develop
practices which “aim to create more just and equitable educational arrangements” (p. 327). If
ethnography’s central impulse is to document what’s happening here, the impulse undergirding
practitioner research is to actively design and modify spaces for productive change. Practitioner
research strives to be “procreative, rather than merely analytical” (Campano, 2009, p. 332).
The methodological design of my study draws from practitioner research traditions
(Campano, 2009; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009; Simon & Campano, 2013) and is informed by
ethnographic studies in education (Erickson, 1986; Green & Bloome, 1997). It was important to
meld elements from these traditions to gain clearer insights into the perspectives of CIC
members alongside my own practice. As the CIC’s facilitator, I purposefully designed its
conditions, rather than being a “fly on the wall” researcher. I approached my work with certain
ideas and framings; for example, that comics is a valuable medium for literacy education and
identity performance, and that urban students should have spaces within which to practice critical
multimodal literacy with agency and joy. Taking up the tradition of practitioner research, I
created pedagogic conditions and curricular invitations for students to draw upon the medium of
comics to develop their multiliterate, multicultural identities, and I examined the outcomes. As
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practitioner, I also examined my own changing perspectives on literacy, identity, race, and
culture over the course of my study (see Low, 2017).
Data Collection and Analysis
Data consisted of fieldnotes, analytic memos, audio transcripts of CIC sessions,
transcripts of semi-structured interviews with CIC members, and multimodal artifacts created by
CIC members. I generated themes and codes both during and after data collection, focusing on
the range of ways students interacted in the setting of the club, the topics they represented
multimodally, and their use of visual and linguistic features to (per)form identities and convey
meanings. Ethnographic methods allowed me to construct a thick story (or, more accurately,
multiple thick stories) around my units of analysis, which become the study’s center. I often
framed these stories—such as Héctor’s in this article—as “telling cases,” in which “the particular
circumstances surrounding a case serve to make previously obscure theoretical relationships
sufficiently apparent” (Mitchell, 1984, p. 239).
Fieldnotes, memos, and interview transcripts were analyzed pulling from lenses in urban
literacies (Kinloch, 2011; Kirkland, 2013; Morrell, 2008), multiliteracies (Albers, Vasquez, &
Harste, 2008; Barton et al., 2000), multimodality (Hull & Nelson, 2005; Jewitt & Kress, 2003),
and discourse analysis (Duranti, 2000; Fairclough, 1995; Gee, 2007). CIC members’ multimodal
compositions were analyzed through a “mash-up” approach to multimodal analysis. Siegel and
Panofsky (2009) write that “there is no ready-made tool-kit for analyzing multimodality in
literacy studies, but researchers have turned to a range of theories in search of analytic guidance”
which can be “productively blended” (p. 101). I merged multiple techniques of image-text
analysis (Bang, 2000; Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006), including comics analysis (Connors, 2012;
Groensteen, 2007), picture book analysis (Anderson, 1995; Martens et al., 2013), and pictorial
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semiotics to interpret images created by CIC members. This was not a simple or unproblematic
venture. As Pahl and Rowsell (2010) note, “the shaping of meanings into modes is always
culturally influenced, and it is materially and socially situated” (p. 5). Thus, analyzing
multimodal texts necessitates acknowledging past experiences that lie behind its meaning.
Observations and interviews helped me contextualize students’ multimodal compositions.
However, as Siegel and Panofsky (2009) explain, researchers of multimodality often elect to
focus on the ways an individual’s interests and modal choices shape her or his meaning-making,
and they warn that to do so in the absence of historical, cultural, and political theories of literacy
curriculum, teaching, and learning is to “limit what a multimodal lens can offer educators” (p.
99). Thus, it was important not only to situate my analysis in Héctor’s words but also in his life.
Through an analytic ensemble, I have closely examined Héctor’s compositions to identify
the topics he represents, to see how he conveys meaning, and also to recognize how his
compositions worked socio-culturally in the space of the CIC. My analysis describes the imagetexts produced by Héctor while attempting to account for the ways these texts came into being
and were being used by their creator to convey meaning and (per)form identity.
Héctor as Comics Reader
What I did not realize when Héctor began attending the CIC in the summer of 2012 was
that he had been transacting with the comics medium for much of his life, and that comic books
were already his preferred literary format. Several years later, when I asked him to recount how
he had initially come to join our group, Héctor explained:
My mom signed me up to a book club. And then I didn’t really want to go, but then I
have to. So I went to my first day, and then I thought—And then, when I first met you, I
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can pick comic and, like, regular book, and then I chose this because…I, like, used to
read comic books in the past, since I was three or four.
For Héctor, reading comic books (as opposed to “regular” prose books) is an important part of
his literate life, marking his family’s arrival in the U.S., and influencing his language,
storytelling, and identity. It is not uncommon for multilingual learners to be drawn to comic
books (Cary, 2004; Lam, 2004; Norton & Vanderheyden, 2004), because visual texts “promote
learning that recognizes students’ own language resources, which in turn affirms students’
identities as learners and thinkers” (Chun, 2009, p. 2). Unlike purely prose texts, which have
caused Héctor to feel like (and be labeled) a struggling reader, graphica has enabled him to recast
himself as an empowered maker of meaning. When I asked him what he enjoys about the comics
format, Héctor told me:
I like how the drawings look like…And then, like, it’s never, like—it’s not like a regular
chapter book, but it’s like much funnier…I like how comics, they do, like, adventures and
comedy and stuff…Sometimes [comics] have hard words. Like sometimes, they have,
like, so many words, like a chapter book page. But, like, graphic novels? The thing is, I
get to pick which ones. And I like reading fast.
The element of choice is significant. By agentively selecting the texts he reads, Héctor is able to
position himself through an additive lens. Héctor’s is a stance which organically pulls from a
lived theory of multiliteracies. He values a range of meaning-making practices—the reading of
images, specifically—and avoids the sort of hierarchical thinking that frequently elevates words
over pictures (Low, 2012; Sousanis, 2015). Because of his freedom to direct his own reading
practices, Héctor told me that, rather than feeling like he was at school, the CIC “feels like
home.” It is a space in which Héctor reads what and how he wants to read, and in so doing,
“declares himself a connoisseur of reading…claim[ing] an identity counter to the one ascribed to
him” (Simon, 2012, p. 516).
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From his earliest involvement in the CIC, and throughout the following two school years,

Héctor immersed himself in the graphic novels I kept on hand in the Holy Family school library,
reading nearly ninety standalone books. This practice did not necessarily differentiate him from
other students, but his checkout preferences were distinctly his own. While other members of the
CIC tended to gravitate toward certain genres and titles, Héctor checked out and read a wide
assortment of books stretching across the gamut of sequential art, from action/adventure and
superhero fare (Miles Morales as the Ultimate Spider-Man was a favorite) to romance, folklore,
and biography. Héctor seemed to revel in the comics medium for the medium’s sake, and he
often selected texts that other students had rejected as “girly,” such as The Babysitter’s Club
graphic novel (Martin & Telgemeier, 2006), “too baby,” such as The Flying Beaver Brothers
series (Eaton III, 2012, 2013), or “really hard,” such as Meanwhile (Shiga, 2010). As opposed to
doggedly following any particular author or character, it was the combination of words and
pictures, put into the service of narrative, to which Héctor was drawn, and it all became grist for
his mill. Whether Héctor liked or disliked a book, he was eager to discuss his selections with me
each week. Héctor and I had many conversations in which he discussed visual composition and
broke down plot points and character motivations. I was impressed by his desire to analyze
comic books and graphic novels for what was not within their pages as well. Héctor commonly
drew connections between what he was reading and world events, and made frequent text-to-text
connections, exercising a critical sensibility that he brought into his own multimodal authorship.
On at least one occasion, I wondered if “Héctor’s classroom teachers know the sorts of deep and
detailed readings he performs with graphic novels, even if he doesn’t speak much about his
reading practices with them. Are they able to listen beyond the stutter?” (Memo). It seemed
probable to me that Héctor’s stutter, his immigration history, and the fact that he preferred
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reading and writing graphica to prose, had led his teachers to make false assumptions about his
relationship with literacy.
Cartooning as a Corrective and an Initiation
For his part, Héctor endeavored to mobilize the medium of comics as a corrective to the
ways in which he was (mis)perceived. During his initial summer in the CIC, one of the first
books Héctor borrowed from my graphica collection was Adventures in Cartooning (Sturm,
Arnold, & Frederick-Frost, 2009), an interactive guide to creating comics. Throughout the text,
which itself functions as a graphic novel, the characters possess a postmodern awareness of
themselves as illustrated characters in a book. They explain to readers how comics work, naming
panels and gutters, for instance, and encourage children to try their own hands at comics
creation. While perusing Adventures in Cartooning in the Holy Family school library, Héctor
took up the text’s invitation and created what would be his first of many pages of sequential art
in the CIC (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Héctor’s first comics page in the CIC, styled after Adventures in Cartooning.
With his composition, Héctor attempts to evoke the layout, visuals, and tone of Adventures in
Cartooning, but he makes a notable modification. In Sturm, Arnold, and Frederick-Frost’s
original text, the knight character has no name, but in Héctor’s version, he names the knight after
himself (Edward the Horse keeps the name assigned to him in the book). While this may not
seem especially significant, I regard Héctor’s redubbing of the knight through the context of his
initial anxiety about speaking within the CIC. At the time he drew this page, Héctor had not yet
opened up to his peers, and was still mostly silent. His introduction to them came multimodally,
in a manner with which he was comfortable and in control. Héctor took his time crafting his
images and words, and arranged them precisely as he wanted them, something he was not always
able to do through speech.
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Writing on the subject of comics and autobiography, Hillary Chute (2010) poses the
question, “What does it mean for an author to literally reappear—in the form of a legible, drawn
body on the page—at the site of [their] effacement?” (p. 3). In the case of Héctor’s knight, it
indicates that Héctor was able to proactively introduce himself to his new classmates with
agency, and to represent himself as a simultaneously heroic and humorous figure, the person he
believes himself to be, but not always the person people see (or hear). Héctor, having attended
American schools for five years prior to Holy Family, was acutely aware of his own histories of
effacement on account of his stutter and his immigration background, and told me on several
occasions about being bullied as a young child. Through multimodal remixing, however, Héctor
made an effort to seize the reins over how he would be perceived and narrated by students in his
new school. Indeed, after completing his drawing, Héctor passed it around to other children,
including his future classmates, and used his composition to spark their first conversation with
one another. The four other boys told Héctor that they enjoyed his work, and laughed at the
page’s humorous ending. They encouraged Héctor to continue the knight’s story, and invited
Héctor and Marco to sit at their table in the library. With the benefit of hindsight, I recognize this
moment as an important transition for Héctor at Holy Family. Through his semiautobiographical
multimodal narration, Héctor moved from simply sharing a physical space with members of an
affinity community to becoming an initiate of that community. Perhaps better articulated by
Dyson (1997), Héctor “used popular cultural symbols to achieve a sense of personhood and
social belonging, of control and agency in a shared world” (p. 2).
Héctor: Year 1
As the summer faded and a new school year began, I continued to operate and document
the CIC as an ongoing research project. Héctor, now a sixth grader at Holy Family, attended the
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CIC’s weekly afterschool meetings, although Marco was no longer permitted to accompany him
when the school’s principal imposed an age restriction for attending afterschool activities. It
seemed to me that Héctor began his time at Holy Family in stride, having made friends with
several classmates over the summer. While he still spoke predominantly in short sentences and
remained quiet much of the time, so as not to emphasize his stutter, Héctor did appear more
confident than he had several months prior. Riding the creative momentum he had built with his
Héctor the Knight story (which ultimately grew to six pages in length), Héctor returned to the
CIC with a definite sense of purpose: he told me that he wanted to publish a book that year.
During the previous school year, when the CIC was formed, its members had collaborated on
releasing an anthology of their work, with each contributing between two and fifteen pages.
Héctor had read their book and was impressed with it, but it was not what he had in mind for
himself. His goal was to produce enough original material to release his own book. To do so,
Héctor began creating various series, each with a different style. By the end of the school year,
Héctor had produced 37 pages of finished material and dozens of additional sketches—more than
any other student, and easily enough to warrant his own book, which we had printed and bound.
The fact of his being the published author of a book bearing his name was deeply
meaningful to Héctor, and he asked me to order additional copies to share with family and
friends. While Héctor had already seen himself as an author, he now had tangible proof—proof
that challenged stories of his lack of motivation or insufficient scholastic aptitude. Héctor’s book
included graphic adaptations of several Stick Figures videos he had found online and a short
parody of the Halo video game series. The majority of his book, however, featured the
adventures of U-Man, a superhero of Héctor’s own creation.
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Figure 2. The cover of Héctor’s first book, published at the end of his sixth grade year.
As with his Héctor the Knight story, the production of Héctor’s U-Man comics was less about
creating artistic masterpieces and more about telling rapidly paced stories through a combination
of pictures and words, all saturated with pop culture references. Through an idiosyncratic blend
of humor, adventure, and elements from his day-to-day life, Héctor used his comics storytelling
to cultivate a distinctive authorial identity. As opposed to other students in the CIC who might
spend weeks fine-tuning a single page, Héctor was more concerned with prolificacy and making
sure that his jokes landed. This is not to say that Héctor was sloppy or unintentional in his work;
rather, he afforded himself the freedom to create the work he wanted to. As a creator, Héctor
made his compositional choices quite deliberately, and his drawings are deceptively simple (e.g.,
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Pantaleo, 2015). He agonized over his characters’ body language and facial expressions, making
countless alterations to his drawings in order to convey precisely the nuance he wanted. Héctor
also looked to develop more sophisticated coloring techniques to heighten the moods of his
compositions. On many occasions, he asked to use a computer or smartphone to search for model
images in order to make his characters as expressive as possible.
In addition to constructing a strong authorial identity, Héctor created U-Man as a means
of representing aspects of his own history and identity. For instance, in his first U-Man story
from January of his sixth-grade year (Figure 3), Héctor features the theme of bullying. Most
superheroes have origin stories, and U-Man is no exception. As his story goes, five years prior to
acquiring superpowers (by making a wish on his twelfth birthday), a seven-year-old child is
harassed by a bully. U-Man’s transformation into a full-fledged superhero, then, is part of a
narrative that mirrors Héctor’s accounts of his own childhood. As Rowsell and Pahl (2007) note,
looking at a multimodal text means acknowledging the “sedimented identities, or traces of past
experiences” behind its meaning (p. 388). This concept is made quite clear through Héctor’s
composition. In creating U-Man as a quasi-surrogate for himself, Héctor composes a crosstemporal story through the comics format to “foster a deeper awareness of [himself] in relation to
the world around [him],” and engages in a “sustained inquiry into [his] experiences as a means of
understanding who [he is]” (Yagelski, 2012, p. 193). Further, Héctor enacts a manner of
storytelling that derives much of its effect from “the hybrid, visual-verbal form of graphic
narrative where the work of (self-)interpretation is literally visualized” (Chute, 2010, p. 4).
Héctor initially draws U-Man in distress, as indicated both through his spoken dialogue
and his body’s minor position within the upper-right panel, subsumed by a sea of negative space
that is “laden with anxiety, or hints of the uncanny” (Telotte, 2007, p. 467). On the topic of
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negative or blank white space, the Caldecott-winning illustrator David Macaulay explains that “it
is essential to read both the positive and the negative spaces together to fully understand the
image” (1991, p. 342). Open blank spaces can speak to a character like U-Man’s sense of fear or
isolation, for example. These feelings are made manifest in Héctor’s third panel, in which UMan has literally been upended by his tormentor, and faces the reader from a tense diagonal
angle (Martens et al., 2013).
On the bottom third of Héctor’s page, through a series of three zoomed-in panels, U-Man
literally gains power—both physical and representational—with each passing moment; his body
increasingly fills the negative spaces that had earlier overwhelmed him. While in the first half of
the page, seven-year-old U-Man was uncomfortable speaking to his tormenter (represented by
the short utterances “ummm” and “ahhhh” in small font), by the end of the page, twelve-year-old
U-Man—and it is surely no coincidence that he is the same age as Héctor—has found a voice,
speaking directly to the reader in a noticeably larger font. As Chute (2010) explains, handwriting
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Figure 3. The first page of Héctor’s U-Man story.
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in comics carries “a trace of autobiography in the mark of its maker…underscor[ing] the
subjective positionality of its author” (pp. 10-11). U-Man’s voice, representing both aural sounds
and physical marks on a page, parallels Héctor’s social development at Holy Family. While
Héctor has at times been reluctant to speak aloud, his comics cypher U-Man provides him a
means of finding security in self-expression. As Zimmerman (2008) notes, “through making
comics and becoming makers of media, we can all find our voices and feel empowered to
communicate our stories” (as cited in Kamiya, 2009, p. 59). U-Man, then, serves as Héctor’s
instrument for writing and voicing himself both into being and becoming.
Throughout his sixth-grade grade output, Héctor produced over twenty U-Man comics
pages, developing his hero into a funny, good-natured crusader for justice. Within these stories,
Héctor often played with the conventions of superhero comics, merging them with film, for
instance, or allowing his characters to interact directly with readers. In addition to the usual
superhero business of fighting supervillains, Héctor created a blooper reel and even riffed on
Adventures in Cartooning by creating his own playful guide to drawing U-Man. It was not too
far of a leap into postmodernity, then, when Héctor introduced himself into the U-Man
cosmology, as an ally of the titular hero. To be sure, Héctor’s appearance on the page
complicated the narrative a bit, as now there were two surrogates for him, but Héctor the author
was able to maintain distinct personas for both of his creations (Figure 4).
In Figure 4, when the character “Héctor” first meets U-Man, the author Héctor makes
some of his most sophisticated artistic and authorial moves to date. From a strictly visual
standpoint, Héctor leans heavily on his characters’ body and facial language to propel the story
forward. The final panel of the page, representing his characters’ zoomed-in handshake—the
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Figure 4. Héctor meets U-Man.
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beginning of a formal partnership that builds a bridge across the center of the panel—is preceded
by various feints and follies. Within the middle third of the page, U-Man attempts to endow
“Héctor” with superpowers by providing him with a beverage that immediately detonates,
leading to the latter character’s humorous reaction. In the page’s central panel, Héctor illustrates
an impeccably nuanced caricature of U-Man, arching the hero’s eyebrows and mouth in just such
a way as to highlight the character’s compassion and concern (Darda, 2013). Héctor’s
multilayered coloring in the central panel drags the reader’s eye almost immediately to it,
making it the focal point of the page, both tonally and spatially. As Anderson (1995) explains,
color “may be used in full spectrum or limited palette to create an intended mood or change in
mood to help clarify meanings of the story” (p. 307). Héctor’s selective use of color is intended
to mark the central moment in the narrative in which the character “Héctor” gains superpowers,
and also to reveal to his readers a little something about U-Man’s sympathetic nature.
The character “Héctor” represents a similar, yet somewhat idealized version of his creator
(i.e. a sarcastic preteen with superpowers), while U-Man remains a stand-in for Héctor’s wish
fulfillment. When I interviewed Héctor the next year as a seventh grader, and asked him how he
invented his characters, we ended up having a conversation that informs much of my thinking
around Héctor’s authorship and his multimodal autobiographical identity performances. I include
a section of transcript here:
David: Do comics ever make you think about your own life in different ways?
Héctor: When I make comics, yeah.
David: Tell me about that.
Héctor: Like how I put myself in it?
David: Yeah.
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Héctor: When I take that, like, I just think of it, like, when I go to some places, I
pretended, like, that’s the settings.
David: When did you decide to make yourself a character in your comics?
Héctor: I think that was last year, yeah.
David: Yeah? Do you remember why you decided to do that?
Héctor: To, like, make…like, I got bored, so I try to make myself, like, fun.
David: How is comic book character Héctor different than real-life Héctor?
Héctor: Power.
David: He’s more powerful?
Héctor: Yeah.
David: Do you feel like you make your comic book Héctor a fantasy of yourself?
Héctor: Yeah.
David: So you write him kind of like you wish you were?
Héctor: I guess, yeah.
David: Do you ever bring pieces from your real life into your comics?
Héctor: Um, yeah, sometimes.
David: Like what? How do you do that?
Héctor: Can you, like, explain it?
David: Yeah. So, like, stuff that you do in your lifetime, or your experiences, or
your family members, or your culture. Do you ever bring that into your stories
that you make up?
Héctor:Yeah. Like the characters, like U-Man. And, like, I can just overcome my
fear and just take it, like me.
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David: Oh, okay. So it’s about overcoming fear. Do you feel fear sometimes?
Héctor:Yeah.
David: What do you feel fear about?
Héctor: Like on the river by Mexico, I like, one time, I like jumped and then I
forgot. It was like a long time ago, when I was four.
David: And that is something you’ve brought into making comics? Like
overcoming fear?
Héctor: Yeah.
With a single word—“power”—Héctor encapsulates what comics authorship has meant to him.
Through comics, the literary format with which he has long been comfortable, Héctor is able to
depict himself as a more powerful being, and with that power, to converse with his fears.
Specifically, Héctor references his family’s passage to the United States, when he leapt into a
river—a time he rarely wished to discuss. Creating comics gives Héctor a multimodal means of
surveying and (re)presenting his own personal histories, while working through traumas that
have been with him for much of his life (Jacobs & Dolmage, 2012). As Caruth (1995) writes, “to
be traumatized is precisely to be possessed by an image or event” (p. 4). Building on Caruth’s
work, Chute (2010) argues that the medium of comics is especially apt “for expressing that
difficult register,” and claims that “the force and value of graphic narrative is how it pushes on
the conceptions of the unrepresentable” (p. 2). This dialectic is plainly evident in Héctor’s work3.
By blending a diverse array of compositional resources—i.e., languages and modes—
children are able to think beyond the places, spaces, and identities assigned to them. Héctor’s

3

Proponents of personal narrative (as a tool for identity formation) note that victims of trauma and oppression may
become more self-assertive and self-empowering when they position themselves within their pasts. Wortham (2000)
argues that it is not only the act of self-representation, but also the ways in which narrators position themselves, and
how they interact with their readers, that allows them to construct and reconstruct identities with agency.
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compositions enabled him to restory himself as a heroic figure, rather than as someone
positioned as a victim of his identity (Flores-González, 2002; Pandya et al., 2015). The stories
Héctor tells about himself are drastically different from the ones that are told about him by
others, echoing Heath’s (1994) contention that “the role of story as a way of explaining and of
prompting others to new perceptions makes special sense for those who see their experiences as
somehow marginal, as lying outside the mainstream of their associates” (p. 215).
Héctor: Year 2
When Héctor returned to Holy Family as a seventh grader, he picked up where he had left
off the previous year. For his second round of U-Man comics (which he referred to as “Season
2”), Héctor planned to release another full-length book. He decided to organize his storytelling
around a succession of American holidays, and created the multipart storylines “Turkey
Disaster,” “Christmas Special,” and “April Fools Day: King of the Jokers.” I considered Héctor’s
creative impulses emblematic of his wanting to playfully write himself into American holiday
traditions, as he had frequently done with other forms of ritual and pop culture to enact various
identities (Hall, 2011). Héctor explained to me the genesis of his Thanksgiving-themed story
(Figure 5):
Héctor: Like, I know that some YouTube videos, they make videos of the
holidays. So I got an idea to make U-Man come with me and new superheroes
that I made. And then the scientist comes back with them. And this turkey
comes in. Like, too many turkeys. And then they form into one, and they can't
defeat him. So in part four they show him how to defeat him by fire and stuff.
David: So you got this idea from YouTube?
Héctor: No, from Thanksgiving…Like, at the end, they all come together. The
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four heroes. U-Man, Boy Changer, Stickboy, and Me come together for
Thanksgiving.
David: I think Héctor is my favorite hero of those four.
Héctor: That's me.
David: Yeah, I know! I love that!
In addition to keeping himself a recurring character in U-Man, Héctor added others to his
lineup, including Tom, a superhero he named for his new baby brother. Each week, Héctor
handed me several new pages of comics and I found myself responding to them in a number of
different ways. On the surface, U-Man remained an adventure story, but I also read it as a
multimodal commentary on Héctor’s life, from his fears to his unassailable sense of humor. It is
important to note that even when he was writing about a somber topic, such as the death of a
character, Héctor always inserted humor into his work. Through Héctor’s multimodal
storytelling, I was often reminded of the “simultaneity of experience” embodied by many
immigrant narratives, wherein “one can experience humor and tragedy, loss and hope, and
other—often multiple—ostensibly contradictory emotions at the same time (Campano & Low,
2011). As Janks (2010) notes, critical literacy need not privilege rationality at the expense of
joyful transactions with texts and with the world. Héctor’s work is an ideal example of this idea.
In addition to his U-Man series, Héctor put much of his creative energy as a seventh
grader toward writing and illustrating stories that were explicitly about his family. In these
comics, Héctor deliberately used the medium to enact a manner of storytelling that embodies
“individual and collective experience [and puts] contingent selves and histories into form”
(Chute, 2010, p. 3). The ongoing story Héctor created is simply called Héctor, and focuses
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Figure 5. A page from Héctor’s U-Man story “Turkey Disaster.”
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on a fictionalized version of him (though he is distinct from the “Héctor” character in U-Man)
battling a monster while searching the desert for his lost brothers. Before formally beginning his
story, Héctor included three pages in which he introduced the cast of characters: himself and his
brothers Marco and Tomás (Figures 6, 7, and 8).
The three-page preamble to his eponymous story is significant in establishing Héctor’s
narrative through a multimodal assemblage of words, facial expressions, body language, color,
and visual symbolism. As Chute (2010) writes, the comics medium “brings certain key
constellations to the table: hybridity and autobiography…and textuality that takes the body
seriously” (p. 3). This multipronged concept is made clear through both the similarities and stark
differences in Héctor’s three drawings. In Figure 6, Héctor represents himself as “always happy”
and “nice except for my brother Marco and Tomás who always sleeps.” Indeed, his avatar is
laughing and is colored in with cheerful hues (yellow, purple, and green). As Martens et al.
(2013) explain, “Color helps to create different moods or emotions (happiness, sadness, anger,
calm, peace, excitement, embarrassment)” (p. 288). Anderson (1995) continues in this vein,
explaining that “the intensity and combinations of color can evoke emotional meaning” (p. 307).
Marco, for his part, is harshly colored, with a bright red complexion and a serpent for an arm.
His face is contorted into a rictus of anger, with his eyes narrowed and accusatory (Darda, 2013).
Marco claims to be “always mad all the time,” and Héctor renders him in diagonal lines, which
indicate tension (Martens et al., 2013). From a visual design standpoint, it seems that Héctor
construes himself as the hero of the story, and Marco as the villain, until Tomás’s page calls the
arrangement into question. The baby Tomás, bathed in a soothing grey tone (as opposed to his
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Figures 6, 7, and 8. Héctor’s depictions of himself and his brothers Marco and Tomás in the
prologue to Héctor.
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two brothers, who are each surrounded by negative white space), and literally facing in the
opposite direction as his brothers, poses a question directly to the reader: “Which one do you
think is you? Me, Héctor, or Marco?” Héctor the author has deliberately emphasized
intersubjectivity to allow readers to forge dynamic bonds of identification with his characters. By
allowing each brother to comment on the character of his other two brothers, Héctor
demonstrates an understanding of partiality and of the value of multiperspectival narration—as
readers, we do not know who to position at the center. It is a move that speaks to Héctor’s wealth
of authorial experience and confidence.
Héctor begins with a title page that playfully claims the story is “FROM THE CREATORS OF
BONE,” Jeff Smith’s popular comic book series from the 1990s of which Héctor had read all
fourteen anthologized volumes. It is not difficult to see the influence of Bone (Smith, 1991-2004)
and other serialized adventure stories, such as the Chronicles of Narnia (Lewis, 1950-1956) and
Oz (Baum, 1900-1920) books, on Héctor’s writing. In his story, the action begins on a “dry dry
dry day,” when Marco finds a map while he and Héctor are wandering the desert. Soon, the
brothers are attacked by a floating head, and chased into a mystical portal. Upon arriving in a
strange new land, Marco realizes that he and Héctor are the only objects that are in color; the rest
of the world is black and white. At this point, Marco disappears into another dimension and
Héctor is visited by a tiny creature who explains that the floating head is to blame for the world’s
lack of color. The creature informs Héctor that he and Marco are “the only one who can save us”
(Figure 9) and later refers to Héctor as “the chosen one.” Chapter 1 ends with Héctor naming his
task: to “save this world and get back to Philadelphia!”
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Figure 9. A page from Héctor (Note: see more in the accompanying multimodal synthesis).
As with many of Héctor’s graphic narratives from his years in the CIC, Héctor has
several recurring motifs: the struggle between good and evil, the need for companionship in
order to overcome obstacles, preoccupation with death and dying, the inclusion of desert
imagery, and, not insignificantly, prolonged journeys. Maliszewski (2013) writes that “creating
comics is purposeful, authentic, and honors the writer’s life experiences” (p. 235). Indeed, as in
his other imaginative work, Héctor can be read as an allusion to events from his own life, and in
this case, his family’s migration through the desert and into the United States. The comics
medium, which is well equipped to show time and movement, has a rich history of being
mobilized in the service of immigration narratives (Boatright, 2010; Ghiso & Low, 2013).
Héctor, while not an obvious example of an immigrant narrative, is about “movement,
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transformation, and rebirth in a new place, which [are] very much in tune with (im)migrant
experiences” (Campano & Low, 2011, p. 383). Through his comics storytelling, Héctor once
again faces his fears – in this case the loss of family members – and positions himself in the role
of the epic hero. As I have discussed throughout, this positioning is part of a larger impulse for
Héctor to represent his knowledge, his creativity, his cleverness, and his emotional depth through
the construction of an identity anchored in individual and communal strength.
Discussion and Implications
I conclude this article by returning to a detail from the cover of Héctor’s first book
(Figure 10). In this inset panel, a U-Man villain shouts, “We will destory them!” While it is
likely that Héctor meant to write “destroy”—indeed, his writing contains many similar
miscues—I find the malapropism (or neologism, perhaps) profound. To
destroy or to “destory” a person...In the end, what difference does
transposing a single letter make? As Ray Gwyn Smith is quoted asking in
Gloria Anzaldúa’s Borderlands/La Frontera (1987/2007), “Who is to say
that robbing a people of its language is less violent than war?” (p. 75).

Figure 10. Detail
from Figure 2.

The theft of language is the theft of stories, and it is a theft which amounts
to the “silencing of a people; the erasure of an identity…an erasure at times subtle, silent, but
never sudden” (Z, 2011). Through his multiliterate transactions with the comics medium, and
especially through his multimodal composing, Héctor refuses to be silenced, erased, or
ventriloquized. He pushes back against the narratives that, whether due to his stutter or his
heritage, have situated him as lesser in terms of his capacities as a reader, writer, communicator,
and intellectual. He refuses to be destoried, however, and uses “available textual tools to restory
the self and the world” (Thomas & Stornaiuolo, 2016, p. 314).
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In an interview with William Alexander for the National Book Foundation, graphic
novelist Gene Luen Yang stated that, “You learn something about yourself every time you write.
I think that’s what storytelling is. You’re trying to figure out what it means to be human.
Identity, culture, and belief crop up again and again in comics” (Alexander, 2013). Through
comics, Héctor continually reimagines who and how he wants to be, depicting himself as a
knight, a superhero, a family member, an ally, and even “the chosen one.” Héctor is also able,
through comics, to (re)position himself as an accomplished reader and writer, a counter-story to
ones that have been told about him by his teachers. Through his work, I am reminded how “the
making of stories is a political matter with consequences for our perceptions of those
represented” (Flores-González, Rodríguez, & Rodríguez-Muñiz, 2006). Comics are crucial to
understanding how Héctor enacts various identities and casts aside the narrative of deficit that
has so often been cast upon him in school.
Lisa Delpit (1988) argues that educators must “realize that people are experts on their
own lives” and “learn to be vulnerable enough to allow our own world to turn upside down in
order to allow the realities of others to edge themselves into our consciousness” (p. 297). An
educator’s willingness to court uncertainty is crucial (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009), as is
“being open to the possibility of unlearning certain historical perspectives, institutional and
personal” (Hesford, 1999, p. xxxiii). Entrenched perspectives in need of “unlearning” are many,
including the presumption that urban students of color require curricular remediation (Kirkland,
2013), the presumption that emergent bilingual students are inherently unmotivated or
“struggling” (Menken & Klein, 2010), the presumption that students who stutter possess
attendant cognitive difficulties (Ellis & Hartlep, 2017; Williams & Diaz, 1999), or even the
presumption that multimodal literacies are less academically significant than print text literacies
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(Jiménez & Meyer, 2016). These belief systems could all use a bit of upheaval, and practitioner
inquiry as an epistemological base positions teachers to construct such counter-knowledge.
How might teachers reorient ourselves in order to better acknowledge the counter-stories
and counter-realities of our students? A step would be inviting them to use of all the tools in their
semiotic toolkits. Proponents of translanguaging posit that multilingual learners like Héctor
should be encouraged to pull from across their linguistic repertoires to create integrated, dynamic
communication systems (Garcia & Wei, 2014). We might recognize multimodal design as an
additional, nonlinguistic repertoire, and one that engages different semiotic resources. The
identity work that creating hybrid (visual-textual) texts has done for Héctor reveals the
importance of multimodality for him as a multilingual learner. A close examination of his
compositions shows him to be a nuanced and adept writer, directly contradicting the school’s
narrative of him. To some degree, contradicting this narrative was the point of Héctor’s comics.
One wonders how viewing students like Héctor through an additive lens, and learning
about their knowledge and interests via their multimodal design practices (Anderson et al.,
2017), would impact the schooling they receive. What would it mean for teachers to “become
connoisseurs of their students’ talents and interests” (Simon, 2012, p. 517), and fully honor their
multimodal enactments, as opposed to viewing minoritized students as those most in need of
remediation? In the case of Héctor, it might mean seeing and storying him as he sees and stories
himself, and recognizing his full capacities as an intellectual.
Comics is a multidimensional compass, to help us find our way beyond the confines of ‘how it
is,’ and seek out new ways of being in directions not only northwards and upwards, but
outwards, inwards, and in dimensions not yet within our imagination.
—Nick Sousanis (2015)
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